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PALATINE ARTISTS
IN HISTORY & TODAY

After 1948, Palestinians were subjects of policing & brutal censorship. STREET ART & GRAFFITI gained prominence.

Palestinian artists use their flag to resist.

THE FLAG IS BASED ON THE FLAG OF THE 1916 ARAB REVOLT. EACH COLOR HAS MEANING.

1) WATERMELON: While the flag was banned, Palestinians and internacionalists
   used to symbol of resistance.

2) KEFFIYEH: A traditional keffiyeh is a symbol of resistance. It must be
   concealed under the flag.

3) POPPY: A mourning flower. With all the dead of Palestine.

Fruit: Fruits and vegetables are symbols of Palestinian resistance.

Support: Support for the Nakba.


Green: Palestinian Dynasty, allegiance to Allah, hope, our free conditions.

STORIES:

SYMBOLS:

PALSTINE ART COLLECTIVE
ZINE: MICHAELA Y-HF.

GLIESE ART COLLECTIVE

MURAL OF PALESTINIAN HEAVENS CREATED MORALES & IDENTIFY, FOSTERED RESISTANCE.

HANDALES 1975 NADI

THE LEGACY OF NATIONAL SYMBOLOGY.